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The Data Center Observatory (DCO)

A unique endeavor, simultaneously:

– An operational data center with real users

– A research facility used to:
• Study real data center operations
• Evaluate innovations in real deployment



Power and cooling
– Now on par with purchase costs
– Trends making it worse every year

• Power/heat go up with speed
• Cluster sizes increase due to commodity pricing

Operational costs out of control



Projected Trend in Rack Power

Source: “Data Centers of the Past, Present and Future”
California Data Center Design Group





Power and cooling
– Now on par with purchase costs
– Trends making it worse every year

• Power/heat go up with speed
• Cluster sizes increase due to commodity pricing

Administration costs
– Often reported at 4-7X capital expenditures
– Trends making it worse every year

• Complexity goes up with features, expectations and cluster 
size

• Salaries go up while equipment costs go down

Operational costs out of control



Shockingly little data available
– From IT organizations or system providers

Tough to solve an undefined problem
– Need to understand the challenges

• and their relative sizes
– Need a way to evaluate solutions

• to produce convincing quantitative evidence

Where does administration effort go?



Views into a real data center’s operations
– Sensors throughout physical environment
– Instrumented software systems
– Records of all administrator time

A testbed for new technologies
– Evaluate effectiveness of tools directly

• on real situations in a real data center environment
– Evaluate effectiveness of deployed systems

As an observatory, the DCO provides



Enable researchers to focus on their work
– Instead of management of private infrastructures

Help Carnegie Mellon control its IT costs
– Aggregation reduces waste
– Power and cooling costs are a problem here too
– Administration is a problem here too

As a data center, the DCO can



DCO on lobby level of the CIC 

Data Center 
Observatory

Dedicated 
“lab” space

Viewing 
window and 
LCD display



Partnering with APC for

Design and show-casing of forward-looking 
cooling technology
– Based on their novel hot aisle containment and 

“pay as you grow” concepts

Data collection and research
– Documenting power/cooling costs and 

developing novel approaches to reducing both
– Automating dynamic power and thermal 

management



First “zone” in place now



Will grow by adding additional zones



Some DCO details

Compute and storage will grow with need
– Target: ~40 racks of servers @ 20kw/rack

• over a petabyte of storage
• over 4,000 GHz of CPU

Machine room is approximately 2,000 ft2
– Adjoining lab is approximately 1,100 ft2

Highly-visible showcase
– Windowed wall on high-traffic hallway
– LCD display for telling story and showing stats



University
– Administration and facilities management

Funding for research
– NSF, DARPA, AFOSR, and ARO
– PDL and CyLab companies

Early computer equipment donations
– IBM, Intel, Seagate, Sun

Support on many fronts



A utility and a research endeavor
– An administered utility

• computation and storage for CMU researchers
– An observatory and testbed

• measuring costs/difficulties in a real data center
• deploying new technologies for reducing them

A major, long-term endeavor
– Construction finished in early April 2006
– First equipment now up and running
– Attack on operational costs now underway!

Summary: Data Center Observatory


